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Abstract— Along with inter-symbol interference (ISI), many
communication channels also suffer from timing errors. Tradi-
tionally, timing errors are meditated through dedicated timing
recovery circuitry. In this paper, we extend a recently introduced
BCJR-DFE receiver to accomplish timing recovery, ISI equal-
ization and decoding concurrently using per-survivor processing
technique. We show that the proposed BCJR-DFE receiver offers
many advantages over other receiver structures, such as iterative
timing recovery and detection.

Index Terms- per-survivor processing, decision feedback equal-
ization, BCJR-DFE algorithm, synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional timing recovery does not exploit the error
correction code (ECC) employed in the channel. It has been
shown that, however, by utilizing the ECC code during timing
recovery, potential performance gain can be achieved, in
particular at very low SNR regions. For example, iterative
timing recovery with turbo equalization was used by Nayak,
Barry and McLaughlin [1], where they refined the timing offset
estimates during each iteration between equalizer and decoder.
Iterative timing recovery based on per-survivor processing [2]
with BCJR [3] algorithm was proposed by Kovintavewat,
Barry, Erden and Kurtas [4], where timing recovery was
embedded inside the equalization trellis. In order to obtain
good performance, iterative timing recovery techniques of-
ten require many iterations to be performed which prohibits
its use in practical applications. In this paper we propose
a low complexity and non-iterative joint timing recovery,
ISI equalization and decoding using per-survivor processing
BCJR-DFE algorithm. A non-iterative receiver, namely BCJR-
DFE, for achieving near capacity performance for inter-symbol
interference channels was proposed in [5]. By using per-
survivor processing for timing recovery along with the BCJR-
DFE algorithm, we show that this can be a low complexity
solution for timing recovery of coded ISI channel. As shown
in [5], code optimization specific to ISI channel is not required
and an AWGN optimized code performs equally well on
various ISI channels.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly
review the BCJR-DFE receiver introduced in [5]. We explain
the system model in Section III. We then explain the per-
survivor processing BCJR-DFE (PSP BCJR-DFE) receiver in
Section IV. Performance of the receiver is then tested and
benchmarked with iterative timing recovery technique under
various operating conditions in Section V. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section VI.

II. BCJR-DFE RECEIVER

BCJR algorithm [3] is the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP)
algorithm used for estimating the a-posteriori probabilities
(APP’s) of the states and transitions of a Markov source
observed through a noisy channel.

BCJR-DFE utilizes decision feedbacks during either for-
ward or backward recursion. Consequently it has less com-
plexity than a full run of BCJR algorithm. BCJR-DFE has
two main ingredients in the design. It uses i) a BCJR-DFE
equalizer which produces optimal soft estimates of the inputs
to the ISI channel given a block of observations from the
channel and L past symbols exactly, where L is the memory
of the ISI channel and, ii) an encoder structure that ensures
that L past symbols can be used in the decision-feedback
equalizer (DFE) in an error-free manner through the use of
a capacity achieving code for a memoryless channel. In the
BCJR-DFE encoder, the coded bits are arranged in the form
of a data-matrix of n × (m + L) bits and are subsequently
transmitted row-wise, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The last L bits
in each row are a sequence of zero bits or pilots used to reset
the channel’s state. Each of the first m columns are codewords
of a capacity achieving code for a memoryless channel (e.g.
low-density parity check code (LDPC)) of rate R and length
n. The BCJR-DFE receiver begins by computing optimal soft
outputs for each of the bits in the first column given the
perfectly known state due to L pilot bits at previous time
instant in the trellis. It is assumed that the channel state is zero
before the transmission of a data-matrix. The computations of
the n bit’s soft-output can be performed in parallel with n
equalizers because of state initialization at the start of a each
row due to the pilot bits. These soft outputs form as input
to the column-code decoder which then outputs the decisions
for the first column of bits. Now the BCJR algorithm [3] uses
these decisions as perfect decision feedback and proceeds to
generate optimal soft output for the bits in the 2nd column
assuming the known previous state for the n equalizers. This
process continues until we decode all the bits in the data-
matrix.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 and 2 shows the system model under consideration.
Let L denote the memory of the ISI channel and n be
the length of the LDPC code used. As shown in Fig. 1,
information bits ak ∈ {0, 1} are encoded using LDPC encoder
and arranged in a data-matrix structure similar to [5]. LDPC
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Fig. 1. Transmitter structure

codewords from codeword−1 to codeword−m are arranged
along the columns of a data-matrix and L pilot bits are
appended at the end of each row of a data-matrix. Encoded
data is transmitted row-wise over an ISI channel with ran-
dom timing errors. ISI channel is denoted by h(t) where,
h(t) =

∑
k hkg(t − kT ) and g(t) = sin(πt/T )/(πt/T ) is an

ideal zero-excess-bandwidth Nyquist pulse. We write channel
impulse response sampled at T-clock as H(D) =

∑L
l=0 hlD

l.
Timing offset of transmitter clock at time kT is modelled using
delay τk. With this timing offset, the received signal y(t) can
be represented as, y(t) =

∑
k ckh(t − kT − τk)+n(t), where

n(t) is AWGN noise with zero mean and σ2
n variance. We

assume a random walk model [6] for timing offset τk such
that

τk+1 = τk + N (0, σ2
w). (1)

Here σw determines the severity of the timing jitter. Variety
of timing jitter channels can be represented with this timing
offset model by simply changing σw. Receiver structure with
conventional timing recovery is shown in Fig. 2. A phase
locked loop (PLL) is used to keep track of timing offsets. The
received signal y(t) is filtered with the receiver filter g(t)/T
and then sampled with a PLL to get a sampled sequence {rk}.
PLL uses a timing error detector (TED) to estimate the residual
timing error εk = τk − τ̂k, where τ̂k denote the timing offset
estimate at time kT. Commonly used Mueller and Müller
TED [7] generates timing error estimates ε̂k according to

ε̂k = rkd̂k−1 − rk−1d̂k, (2)

where d̂k is an estimate of ISI channel output dk =∑L
l=0 clhk−l. PLL then updates the timing offset estimates

by using first order model given by, τ̂k+1 = τ̂k + µε̂k, where
µ denote the PLL gain. In a conventional timing recovery,
equalization and decoding is performed in succession on the
PLL output to obtain the estimate {âk} of the information
sequence {ak}. Using per-survivor timing recovery [4] with
BCJR algorithm, equalization and timing offset estimation
can be performed together. Turbo decoding [8] can be per-
formed between decoder and per-survivor-processing BCJR
(PSP BCJR) to obtain the better estimate of the information
sequence {ak}. Computational complexity of such iterative
processing is very high, espesially when large number of
iterations are required to achieve the better performance.
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Fig. 2. Receiver structure

Alternatively we can use a non-iterative PSP BCJR-DFE
receiver which has significantly less computational complexity
than iterative processing. In the next section we describe the
PSP BCJR-DFE receiver (Fig. 2) which performs joint timing
recovery, ISI equalization and decoding.

IV. PER-SURVIVOR PROCESSING BCJR-DFE RECEIVER

Operation of the per-survivor processing BCJR-DFE is
similar to the operation of BCJR-DFE with the addition
of per-survivor processing for timing offset estimation and
performing forward pass first and then backward pass. Input to
the PSP BCJR-DFE is the low pass filtered signal r(t). Signal
r(t) is sampled at baud rate and arranged in a data-matrix
similar to the transmitted data-matrix. Sampled signal has
sufficient statistics to represent the continuous and bandlimited
signal r(t). Hence given a sample sequence {rk} associated
with timing offset sequence {τk}, we can obtain a new set
of sample sequence {rno−offset

k } with zero timing offsets by
using interpolation of {rk} according to

rno−offset
k =

lmax∑

l=lmin

rlg(kT − lT − τl). (3)

A. Forward Pass

In order to explain the operation of algorithm, we will
assume the ISI channel with memory L = 2. Let sk =
[ck−1, ck−2] denote the channel state in a state trellis diagram
at time k. We label the four different states of the trellis as
sk ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, ∀ k. At first, the PSP BCJR-DFE performs a
single LARGE forward pass over the trellis with all received
data bits and calculates the forward log probability αf

k(sk) [3]
for each state. This is similar to the forward pass of PSP BCJR
algorithm explained in [4]. We assume perfect acquisition
at the start of a data-matrix block by setting τ̂f

0 (s0) = 0.
Figure 3 shows a section of the forward trellis. Each state in the
forward trellis maintains its own survivor path. Survivor paths
are shown with the solid lines in Fig. 3. Four different PLLs
operate on these survivor paths to produce the forward timing
offset estimate τ̂f

k (sk) at time k. The forward timing offset
estimate τ̂f

k (sk) at state sk is used to calculate the forward
sample corresponding to the branches originating from state sk

in the forward direction as, rf
k (sk) = r(kT + τ̂f

k (sk)). At each
time instant k, each state sk in the forward trellis maintains
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Fig. 3. Forward pass

three quantities : 1) a survivor state πf
k (sk) which corresponds

to the starting state of the survivor transition that ends in state
sk at time k, 2) the estimated timing offset τ̂f

k (sk) and 3) the
corresponding sample rf

k (sk) = r(kT + τ̂f
k (sk)). In order to

explain the forward timing offset update procedure, consider
the two forward transitions approaching at state sk+1 = 2 at
time k + 1 as shown in Fig. 3. Two forward state transition
probabilities in the log domain are calculated as [3],

γf
k (1, 2) = − 1

2σ2
n

‖rf
k (1) − d(1, 2)‖2, (4)

γf
k (3, 2) = − 1

2σ2
n

‖rf
k (3) − d(3, 2)‖2, (5)

where d(sk, sk+1) represents the ideal channel output for a
state transition from the state sk to the state sk+1. Let αk(1)
and αk(3) be the forward log-probabilities at time k for state
sk = 1 and sk = 3 respectively. Assuming that αk(3) +
γf

k (3, 2) > αk(1) + γf
k (1, 2), we update the quantities at state

sk+1 = 2 at time k + 1 as,

πf
k+1(2) = 3 (6)

τ̂f
k+1(2) = τ̂f

k (3) + µf (rf
k (3)d(3, 3) − rf

k−1(3)d(3, 2)) (7)

rf
k+1(2) = r((k + 1)T + τ̂f

k+1(2)) (8)

In (7), µf denote the PLL gain for the forward pass. In general
we can write the update rules as,

πf
k+1(sk+1) = arg max

sk

{αk(sk) + γf
k (sk, sk+1)} (9)

τ̂f
k+1(sk+1) = τ̂f

k (πf
k+1(sk+1))

+µf [rf
k (πf

k+1(sk+1))d(πf
k (πf

k+1(sk+1)), π
f
k+1(sk+1))

−rf
k−1(π

f
k (πf

k+1(sk+1)))d(πf
k+1(sk+1), sk+1)] (10)

rf
k+1(sk+1) = r((k + 1)T + τ̂f

k+1(sk+1)) (11)

Forward log-probabilities αk+1(sk+1) of all the states at time
k + 1 are updated using the standard forward recursion of
BCJR algorithm [3] as,

αk+1(sk+1) = ln
∑

∀sk→sk+1

exp{αk(sk) + γf
k (sk, sk+1)}

(12)
With the above update rules all the rows of received data-
matrix are processed sequentially from 1 to n in the forward
direction. So at the end of a LARGE forward pass, we have
forward log-probabilities αk(sk), corresponding to all the bits
in the data-matrix.
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Fig. 4. Backward pass

B. Backward Pass

In the backward direction each row is processed separately
by running n parallel equalizers in the backward direction.
Consider the example of a backward trellis shown in Fig. 4
for the pth row. At time k = m + L, the starting states of n
backward trellises are perfectly known due to L pilot bits at
the end of each row. The initial backward timing offsets for the
bits in the (m + L)th column in the data matrix are set equal
to the corresponding forward timing offsets obtained during
the forward pass. As we move ONE step in the backward
direction at time k with n equalizers, we calculate the LLRs
of all the bits of column number k − L and feed them to the
LDPC decoder. The hard decision output of LDPC decoder
sets the next backward states of the n backward trellises.
So at any given time instant, there are only two possible
transitions in the backward direction, originating from the
known previous state as shown in Fig. 4. The transitions ruled
out by the LDPC decoder are shown by dotted lines in Fig. 4.
Similar to the forward state, each backward state sk at time
k maintains three quantities : 1) perfectly known backward
state at time k + 1 as πb

k(sk), 2) the estimated backward
timing offset τ̂ b

k(sk) and 3) the corresponding received sample
rb
k(sk) = r((k − 1)T + τ̂ b

k(sk)). Let βk(sk) denotes the
backward log-probability of state sk and γb

k(sk, sk+1) denotes
the backward state transition log-probability for a backward
transition from sk+1 to sk. Since the definition of the state
sk = [ck−1, ck−2] includes the bit ck−2, we can calculate the
LLR of bit ck−2 by marginalizing the forward and backward
log-probabilities at all states sk w.r.t. remaining bits in the
state definition. Thus we can write

LLR(ck−2) = ln
∑

∀sk:
ck−2=+1

exp{αk(sk) + βk(sk)}

− ln
∑

∀sk:
ck−2=−1

exp{αk(sk) + βk(sk)} (13)

= ln
∑

∀sk→sk+1:

ck−2=+1

exp{αk(sk) + γb
k(sk, sk+1) + βk+1(sk+1)}

− ln
∑

∀sk→sk+1:

ck−2=−1

exp{αk(sk) + γb
k(sk, sk+1) + βk+1(sk+1)}

(14)

Let sk+1 = s′ be the known backward state at time k + 1.
And let the two backward transitions be s′ → s′′ such that



ck−2 = +1 and s′ → s′′′ such that ck−2 = −1. As there is
only ONE known state at time k +1, and only TWO possible
backward transitions we can write (14) as,

LLR(ck−2) = [αk(s′′) + γb
k(s′′, s′)] − [αk(s′′′) + γb

k(s′′′, s′)]
(15)

In general, at time k we can calculate the LLR(ck−L) of all
the bits of column number k−L. So as we perform n backward
passes from time k = m + L to k = L + 1, we calculate
the LLRs of the bits in codeword-m to codeword-1 and feed
them to the LDPC decoder. It is evident from (15) that we do
not need to calculate and store backward log-probabilities in
order to obtain log-likelihood ratios. Thus total computational
complexity of PSP BCJR-DFE forward-backward pass is less
than the computational complexity of PSP BCJR forward-
backward pass.

In order to explain the backward timing offset update, let
us consider the Fig. 4. Let state sk+1 = 1 be the perfectly
known state after LDPC decoding at time k + 1, as shown in
Fig. 4. There are two possible backward transitions from state
sk+1 = 1 at time k+1 to state sk = 0 and state sk = 2 at time
k. Using the backward timing offset τ̂ b

k+1(1), we sample the
signal r(t) to get the sample rb

k+1(1) = r(kT +τ̂ b
k+1(1)). This

sample is used to calculate the state transition probabilities of
all the backward transitions originating from state sk+1 = 1 at
time k + 1. We calculate the two state transition probabilities
in the log domain shown in Fig. 4 as

γb
k(0, 1) = − 1

2σ2
n

‖rb
k+1(1) − d(0, 1)‖2, (16)

γb
k(2, 1) = − 1

2σ2
n

‖rb
k+1(1) − d(2, 1)‖2. (17)

So by knowing only two possible branch transition metrics
γb

k(0, 1) and γb
k(2, 1), we can calculate the LLR(ck−L) =

LLR(ck−2) of bit ck−2 of the pth row as

LLR(ck−2) = [αk(2) + γb
k(2, 1)] − [αk(0) + γb

k(0, 1)], (18)

where αk(2) and αk(0) are the forward log-probabilities at
time k of the pth row. We obtain n LLRs from n parallel
equalizers and feed them to the LDPC decoder. Assuming that
the LDPC decoder sets the next forward state at time k to
sk = 2, we update the quantities at that state as

πb
k(2) = 1 (19)

τ̂ b
k(2) = τ̂ b

k+1(1) −
µb[rb

k+1(1)d(1, 2) − rb
k+2(2)d(2, 1)] (20)

rb
k(2) = r((k − 1)T + τ̂ b

k(2)) (21)

In (20), µb denote the PLL gain for the backward pass. The
general rules for the backward update can be written as,

πb
k(sk) = previous known state (22)

τ̂ b
k(sk) = τ̂ b

k+1(π
b
k(sk)) −

µb[rb
k+1(π

b
k(sk))d(πb

k(sk), πb
k+1(π

b
k(sk)))

−rb
k+2(π

b
k+1(π

b
k(sk)))d(sk, πb

k(sk))] (23)

rb
k(sk) = r((k − 1)T + τ̂ b

k(sk)) (24)

Thus as we go in the backward direction, we perform joint
timing recovery, ISI equalization and decoding with no global
iterations need to be performed between these three tasks.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We simulated the performance of PSP BCJR-DFE with
perpendicular and longitudinal partial response channels with
PR2 (H(D) = 1 + 2D + D2) and PR4 (H(D) = 1 − D2)
channel impulse response. Timing offsets were generated
according to random walk model (1). LDPC code of length
n = 5000 and rate R = 0.89, optimized for the AWGN
channel was used. Number of iterations within LDPC decoder
were set to 100. Encoded data was arranged in a data-matrix
structure as shown in Fig. 1. Rows of a data-matrix were
grouped together as one sector such that number of coded bits
in a sector are equal to 5000. Data was transmitted sector by
sector and perfect acquisition was assumed at the start of each
sector by setting τk = 0. At the receiver, to obtain samples
at different timing offsets, we used a 21 tap sinc interpolation
filter given by g(t) = sin(πt/T )/(πt/T ) with lmin = −10
and lmax = 10 (3). In performing LARGE forward pass of
the PSP BCJR-DFE algorithm we also set τ̂k = 0 after each
sector. Figure 5 compares the timing recovery performance
of PSP BCJR-DFE for timing jitter σw/T = 0.3% with
different number of codewords in a data-matrix. Loss in SNR
(equal to 10 log10(

#ofcodewords
#ofcodewords+L ) dB) due to pilot bits was

accounted for all simulations. For the comparison we also
plot the results with turbo synchronization (iterative timing
recovery) using PSP BCJR and the same LDPC code of length
5000. Single PLL gain parameter µ was used for forward
and backward pass of turbo synchronization, whereas two
different PLL gain parameters, µf for forward pass and µb

for backward pass were used for PSP BCJR-DFE. The PLL
gain parameters were optimized based on minimizing the RMS
error between actual and estimated timing offsets at several
SNRs. For backward pass of PSP BCJR-DFE, backward
transitions occur only from known states. So different PLL
gain µb was used for backward pass of PSP BCJR-DFE
where µb was optimized with the assumption that all previous
decisions are correct. As shown in Fig. 5, clearly PSP BCJR-
DFE with number of codewords equal to 100 outperforms
turbo synchronization with 20 iterations and at the same time
its computational complexity is less than the computational
complexity of one iteration of turbo synchronization. But the
overall latency in PSP BCJR-DFE is higher as decoding is
delayed till we receive the whole data-matrix. Latency can
be reduced by decreasing number of codewords in a data-
matrix. As we decrease the number of codewords in a data-
matrix, loss in SNR due to pilots increases and we get different
performance with PSP BCJR-DFE as shown in Fig. 5. Thus
according to the requirement, one can compromise between the
latency and the performance by selecting appropriate number
of codewords in a data-matrix. Similar results are obtained
for timing jitter σw/T = 0.5% with PR2 channel (Fig. 6). As
we increase the timing jitter further to σw/T = 0.8%, error
propagation appears in PSP BCJR-DFE due to finite length
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Fig. 6. PSP BCJR-DFE performance over PR2 channel with σw/T = 0.5%

of column code (this performance is not shown here due to
space limitations). Performance of PSP BCJR-DFE for PR4
channel with σw/T = 0.3%, and σw/T = 0.5% is shown
in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. We see that the gain of
PSP BCJR-DFE over turbo synchronization is less for PR4
channel as compared to PR2 channel, nevertheless favorable
performance is obtained with PSP BCJR-DFE receiver with
significant reduction in computational complexity.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that joint timing recovery, ISI equalization
and decoding can be performed using per-survivor processing
BCJR-DFE receiver. In many cases, in particular at very low
SNR regions, the proposed receiver provides performance
advantages over other iterative timing recovery techniques
with significant computational savings. Moreover, no code
optimization tailored to a specific ISI channel is required for
the proposed receiver structure. The disadvantages involved
for PSP BCJR-DFE include long decision delay incurred and
large memory requirement.
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